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Mad Chef Productions Launches a Free Shooting Game - Perfect Xmas Recipe
Published on 12/20/12
Indie development company, Mad Chef Productions today introduces Mad Chef 1.0, its free
shooting game developed for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. Catch celebrity chefs Gordon
Ramsay and Marco Pierre White in action this Christmas. Mad Chef is a game that can be
played on any iOS device while allowing them to become their favorite mad and crazy chefs
who have been a part of popular TV and DVD food series. This interesting food game is the
perfect recipe for fun gaming during the holidays.
Stockholm, Sweden - Catch celebrity chefs Gordon Ramsay and Marco Pierre White in action
this Christmas in a free shooting game launched by Mad Chef Productions, an Indie
developer company located in Stockholm, Sweden. Now available at the iTunes App Store,
this interesting food game is the perfect recipe for fun gaming during the holidays. It's
not only on TV where all the action happens; many chefs have plenty of crazy real life
stores to narrate.
The team interacted with chefs across various Facebook groups and enquired what their
favorite objects that they had thrown or wanted to toss during their career were. Based on
these answers, the team designed the game in a very short time and the inventory of Mad
Chef includes over 20 outrageous items such as kitchen knives, potatoes, plates, frozen
fish, blow torches, bottles, the kitchen stereo, and much more.
Mad Chef Productions brings people the best of both worlds, a game that can be played on
any iOS device while allowing them to become their favorite mad and crazy chefs who have
been a part of popular TV and DVD food series. To spice things up, the team created a
Blood mode apart from a unique Zombie mode for users who wanted to take the game a step
further.
Founder, Soren Andersson says, "With a background in the restaurant business, I wanted to
create a game as a tribute to the love-hate relationship between chefs and waiters while
including the old school chefs that we all have seen in popular TV shows like Hell's
Kitchen and Kitchen Nightmares among many other episodes."
Available on all iOS mobile devices, Mad Chef comes with excellent retina gfx and
professional custom design, making this game an upcoming iTunes classic. Mad Chef is the
game to play on iTunes during the holidays for those who dream of striking the Chef's bell
while speaking in a French accent and throwing whatever item is closest to them at waiters
or guests.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* 48.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Mad Chef 1.0 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the
Games category.
Mad Chef 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/mad-chef/id585281883
Screenshot:
http://i49.tinypic.com/2n87mno.jpg
App Icon:
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Headquartered in Stockholm Sweden, Madchef Wad was founded in October 2011 by Soren
Andersson as an indie development company. With their main focus on games for mobile
devices, throughout the first year Madchef has expanded to 4 fulltime workers collocated
from Mexico, Europe and Japan. Copyright (C) 2012 Madchef Wad. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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